technique is then applied to multi-year datasets of actual VLF observations.
Introduction
Man-made VLF transmissions propagate for long distances with low attenuation in The diurnal variation is added to the long-term trend to form the background of the 149 synthetic dataset, which is the true QDC that our techniques are aiming to identify. 154 Figure 1d shows the background and combined data for a representative day from 155 the synthetic dataset.
156
Across the 4 years of our synthetic dataset we impose 5000 "EEP events", which 157 we represent by downward pointing triangles, and 1000 "solar flare" events. The 
Technique Descriptions
Below we give descriptions of the QDC finding techniques developed in this study.
192
We also describe the pre-processing addition that we developed to improve the results
193
of the techniques. In the development of these algorithms, we have aimed to make 194 them generic and not specific to one known dataset. As such, these approaches should 195 be valid for any subionospheric VLF amplitude dataset of sufficient duration. 
Combined Daily Curve
This technique generalizes the method used by Simon Wedlund et al. [2014] . They 
207
The CDC is created by averaging data from the 3 days prior to the day of interest.
208
The CDC technique assumes that the diurnal pattern in VLF data changes very little 209 from day to day, except in response to ionospheric perturbations, which the averaging is expected to remove. This assumption is based on examination of diurnal patterns 211 in VLF datasets (e.g., the relatively regular variations seen in Figure 1b ).
212
The CDC is calculated at 10 minute resolution, with each value in the CDC being 213 averaged from the same respective 10 data points in each of the previous three days. 214 Thus, each average value is calculated from thirty 1 minute data points to match the 215 thirty data points, from a single day, that were used by Simon Wedlund et al. [2014] 216 for their QDC value calculation. The CDC is then interpolated back to 1 minute 217 resolution, using the MATLAB function 'interp1' with the 'linear' method, for direct 218 comparison with the data. We change the resolution in this manner to reduce the 219 influence of any one data point on the result. The first 3 days of data in the matrix 220 do not have corresponding CDCs as they do not have at least 3 days prior to them. The steps of the PCA QDC finding technique for an m × n data matrix X are as 230 follows. of when using the transform.
262
In this technique we want to remove as much of the perturbation contribution from identify perturbation-dominated spectral components for removal from the spectra.
276
The first spectral restriction is the removal of certain rows of the FFT spectrum This first spectral restriction essentially requires datasets to be of longer duration 294 than two years to allow for row removal in the spectrum. Due to this requirement,
295
our FFT QDC finding technique is not valid for VLF datasets shorter than 2 years.
296
The second spectral restriction is the removal of two regions of the spectrum matrix 297 that are consistently perturbation-dominated and are located vertically up and down 298 from the center of the matrix, and the retention of background-dominated regions.
299
Separate examination of background and perturbation spectra from our synthetic 300 datasets showed us the regions in the combined spectra where each would be ex- outside of the boundaries are easily set to zero using a stencil.
317
The third spectral restriction is the removal of low-energy spectral components in 
333
The first spectral restriction tends to remove contributions from long-term trends 334 to the spectrum of the dataset, due to VLF dataset long-term trends likely being a 335 response to the solar activity cycle of 11 and 22 years. Unless the dataset is itself 336 a multiple of 11 years in length, the main trend-related components are lost at the row removal stage. Thus for this QDC finding technique to take into account any 338 long-term trends, an extra step is needed to re-include the strongest of the removed 339 spectral components in the low frequency region of the matrix to the spectrum prior 340 to the inverse transform.
341
The final synthetic spectrum, after all the restrictions have been applied, is shown in 
Additional Smoothing
As will be reported in Section 4.2, the three basic QDC finding techniques, de-348 scribed above, produce promising results when applied to our synthetic datasets. We regions of the matrix. These pre-processing methods are described below.
355
The results of all three QDC finding techniques are negatively influenced by periods 356 of significant disturbance in the datasets to some degree. We investigated nearest for the actual disturbance level of a row. We therefore remove from the data matrix 364 those rows with the highest 10 % nearest neighbor distances, as the most disturbed.
365
In Figure 3a this limit is marked by a dashed vertical line.
366
We then smooth the data, which serves two purposes: to replace the re-367 moved data from disturbed days and reduce the influence of short term perturba- artifacts to the smoothed data matrix in these regions. We therefore smooth the 396 data matrix twice, once at a span of 7 and once at 13, and combine the twilight-time 397 region of the 7-span result with the day and night-time regions of the 13-span result 398 to give our final smoothed dataset for application of a QDC finding technique.
399
A low-pass filter might be used here as an alternative to the smoothing. However,
400
it is not clear whether this style of filter would provide a significant enough improve-401 ment to the results of the method described above to justify the added subjectivity of determining the cut-off frequency for each dataset. Our smoothing method is con- processed from the same representative dataset of the ten used in the testing. 
Evaluation of Basic Techniques
Comparing the norms within the upper section of the 
Evaluation of Pre-Smoothing Techniques
The complete algorithm for each technique evaluated in this subsection involves 470 applying the two step pre-smoothing method, described in Section 3.4, to the full 471 synthetic dataset and then applying the chosen QDC finding technique to the result-472 ing data matrix.
473
The top row of the lower section of in general this technique provides the best calculated QDCs.
507
We conclude from the norms presented in Table 1 , and examination of the plots in
508
Figures 4 and 5, that the best of the methods considered in this study for identifying a
509
QDC of a long-lasting VLF dataset, is to smooth the dataset as described in Section 510 3.4 then apply the FFT technique as described in Section 3.3. Unfortunately the 511 restriction of the FFT technique to datasets of at least two years duration, to allow 512 the row removal step to be applied, means that this technique is not appropriate for 513 shorter datasets. Thus, for datasets of less than two years duration we recommend 514 the pre-smoothing process alone as the best method for identifying a QDC. 
Application to actual AARDDVARK Datasets
We now provide example results of the application of this overall technique to our 534 AARDDVARK VLF datasets. We take the smoothing spans that were used for the 535 synthetic datasets and use these spans for the smoothing of the AARDDVARK VLF 536 datasets. 
Clarifying the FFT Spectrum
When we began applying our FFT QDC finding technique to real VLF observations,
538
we found that the background-dominated central pattern of the FFT spectrum was 539 less distinct for some datasets than for the synthetic dataset. This lack of clarity 540 of the central pattern was identified as being caused by two sources. Firstly, the 
553
In order for the parameters of the restriction stencil to be correctly identified when 554 the amplitude dynamic range is small and the modal interference patterns in the 555 dataset complex, the central pattern of the real VLF spectrum needs to be clarified.
556
We do this by subtracting an average magnitude row (found from the perturbation- 
581
These examples demonstrate our QDC-finding technique's success at identifying the 582 underlying variation for relatively short-duration space weather events. 
Summary and Conclusions
In this paper we described three algorithmic techniques for the calculation of Quiet
606
Day Curves for observations of VLF transmissions propagated subionospherically. 
